Determination of Root Canal Cleanliness by Different Irrigation Methods and Morphometric Analysis of Apical Third
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ABSTRACT

Aim: The aim of this study was to determine the root canal area before and after the instrumentation 1 mm short of the apical foramen by clinical and cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) methods, and to evaluate the cleanliness of the apical region in mesiodistal flattened teeth by using optical microscopy.

Materials and methods: Forty-two human single-canal mandibular incisors were instrumented using the Free Tip Preparation technique up to three, four or five instruments from the initial. Cone beam computed tomography scans were acquired of the samples before and after root canal preparation (RCP). Irrigation was performed by conventional or hydrodynamic means, using 2.5% sodium hypochlorite. The samples were prepared for observation under an optical microscope. Images were digitally obtained, analyzed and the results were submitted to statistical analysis (two-way ANOVA complemented by Bonferroni’s post-test).

Results: There was no significant difference between the studied anatomical areas with both CBCT and clinical methods. There were no differences between irrigation methods. It was verified differences between instrumentation techniques. Instrumentation with four instruments from the initial instrument determined a significant increase in the contact area when compared to preparation with three instruments, but RCP with 5 instruments did not result in a better cleanliness.

Conclusion: The analysis with CBCT was not capable to determine the precise shape of surgical apical area comparing to the clinical method.

Clinical significance: Both the conventional and hydrodynamic irrigation techniques were not able to promote root canals debris-free. The instruments action in root canal walls was proportional to the number of instruments used from the initial apical instrument.
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INTRODUCTION

The success of endodontic therapy is associated with the quality of root canal sanitization (RCS), which favors complete root canal filling and restoration of the lost crown structure. However, these procedures are influenced by the presence of anatomical variations (lateral, accessory and secondary canals, isthmuses, oval canals, multiple foramen and apical deltas). The endodontic instruments alone do not possess the capacity for adequate cleaning and require the addition of irrigating solutions.

Mechanical, chemical and physical factors must be considered in root canal cleaning and shaping. Mechanical factors have great importance in root canal shaping and infection control. However, RCS does not depend only on the mechanical action of instruments but also depends on the chemical action of irrigating solutions, including dissolution of organic materials and antibacterial activity and the physical action of irrigation.
and suction. Thus, the sanitization process allows irrigating solutions to be effective in the entire root canal extension.1-4,6-11

Knowledge of root canal internal anatomy is directly associated with the success of endodontic therapy.1,6-8,10,11 Apical enlargement size may be important for efficient removal of microorganisms and has been shown to influence the outcomes of the root canal therapy.2,8,10,11 However, studies regarding the determination of the appropriate anatomical diameter of the apical region emphasize the importance of cervical preparation. This procedure tends to assist with the correct selection of the initial instrument and leads to adequate apical third enlargement.2,4,6-11

Irrigating solutions have assumed an important role in root canal preparation (RCP). Among the available irrigating solutions, sodium hypochlorite has been widely recommended and is accepted worldwide due to its antimicrobial, deodorant, clarifying and organic tissue dissolution properties.1,4,5,12 However, it is essential to consider the penetration depth of the irrigating cannula, the frequency of irrigation, the contact area, the abundance of irrigation and the concentration of irrigant solutions are all of equal importance as the choice of irrigating solution to obtain effective sanitization.4,5,12

Technological advances during the last decade have provided new devices for agitation and mechanisms for irrigating solutions. These technologies can promote removal of the smear layer and debris in root canal walls during root canal preparation.4,5,8,12 Recently, a new irrigation device developed from automatic hydrodynamic irrigation technology utilizing pressure and suction was introduced to the market (RinsEndo®). Several studies have evaluated this new mechanism.13-19

Ideally, root canal instrumentation techniques should result in contact with every wall, and thus promote cleanliness and removal of microorganisms. Therefore, it is necessary to determine which instrument will be the first to touch the walls. This promotes contact between the instruments and root canal walls and can help establish how many instruments should be used during surgery. Furthermore, it is necessary to determine the appropriate irrigation method to achieve root canal cleanliness, particularly for teeth with mesiodistal root flattening.

The aim of this study was to determine the area of initial apical instrument selection. At the same time the selected teeth were stored in a thymol 0.1% solution at 9°C until the time of use. The specimens were washed in running water for 2 hours to remove any thymol residue. Next, chemically activated acrylic resin that was 11 x 20 cm in dimension was used to pin the teeth and to obtain a standard to perform the initial and final imaging exams. Next, crowns were added to the teeth inside silicone, distributing the specimens in three rows with seven teeth each, with their axes (buccolingual and mesiodistal) parallel.

Perforations using a spherical carbide burr #6 (FKG, Brazil) driven by a micromotor (Dabi Atlante, Brazil) were performed in an acrylic plate 3 mm in depth and diameter. Three perforations were performed in one side of the plate, 2 on one side and one on the other side. Two more perforations were performed in a diagonal pattern on the other side of the plate to guide the tomographic exams and the identification of the teeth. These perforations were filled with gutta-percha to provide radiopaque images.

Cone Beam Computed Tomography Analysis

Our method utilized cone beam computed tomography imaging (CBCT, I-CAT’s 3D®, Dental Imaging System, Salt Lake City, USA). The initial CBCT exam was performed using root transversal slices (axial scans) to measure the apical anatomical region of the samples 1 mm short of the apical foramen (in the WL). The measurements were in millimeters by the reading sequence. The measurements were properly recorded and the identified teeth were then used for later comparison with the clinical method of initial apical instrument selection. At the same time the measurement was taken, a line of 5 mm for later calibration of the measurement tool was created. An acrylic plate was fixed in two bases of red wax measuring 2 x 5 cm, so that the teeth were immersed but suspended in the colorless plastic 12 x 20 cm container filled with water. The container with the samples was placed on the tomograph table which was suitable for research, where the X-rays beams of the tomograph could reach the entire area of root canals with mesiodistal flattening by optical microscopy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Teeth Selection

Forty-two human mandible incisors ex vivo with completely formed apices obtained from the dental stock of the Dentistry School of Ribeirão Preto of São Paulo University were used in this study. The exclusion criteria included teeth with two canals in the root, filled root canals, incomplete rhizogenesis, calcified root canals, root canals with severe curvature, and a tooth height lower than 19 and higher than 21 mm.

The selected teeth were stored in a thymol 0.1% solution at 9°C until the time of use. The specimens were washed in running water for 2 hours to remove any thymol residue. Next, chemically activated acrylic resin that was 11 x 20 cm in dimension was used to pin the teeth and to obtain a standard to perform the initial and final imaging exams. Next, crowns were added to the teeth inside silicone, distributing the specimens in three rows with seven teeth each, with their axes (buccal-lingual and mesiodistal) parallel.

Perforations using a spherical carbide burr #6 (FKG, Brazil) driven by a micromotor (Dabi Atlante, Brazil) were performed in an acrylic plate 3 mm in depth and diameter. Three perforations were performed in one side of the plate, 2 on one side and one on the other side. Two more perforations were performed in a diagonal pattern on the other side of the plate to guide the tomographic exams and the identification of the teeth. These perforations were filled with gutta-percha to provide radiopaque images.

Cone Beam Computed Tomography Analysis

Our method utilized cone beam computed tomography imaging (CBCT, I-CAT’s 3D®, Dental Imaging System, Salt Lake City, USA). The initial CBCT exam was performed using root transversal slices (axial scans) to measure the apical anatomical region of the samples 1 mm short of the apical foramen (in the WL). The measurements were in millimeters by the reading sequence. The measurements were properly recorded and the identified teeth were then used for later comparison with the clinical method of initial apical instrument selection. At the same time the measurement was taken, a line of 5 mm for later calibration of the measurement tool was created. An acrylic plate was fixed in two bases of red wax measuring 2 x 5 cm, so that the teeth were immersed but suspended in the colorless plastic 12 x 20 cm container filled with water. The container with the samples was placed on the tomograph table which was suitable for research, where the X-rays beams of the tomograph could reach the entire area of root canals with mesiodistal flattening by optical microscopy.
sample. After performing the initial tomograph exam, access surgery was performed and a k-type instrument #10 was inserted until it was visualized in the apical foramen. The working length was achieved by removing 1 mm from this measurement.

**Root Canal Preparation**

Once the working length (WL) was obtained, LA Axcess burrs (SybronEndo, Glendora, California, USA) (20/0.06 and 35/0.06) driven by a no-reduction hand piece (Dabi Atlante, Ribeirão Preto, SP, Brazil), at a speed of 10,000 rpm were used to eliminate cervical and medial interference. After the root canals were irrigated with a 2.5% sodium hypochlorite solution, the initial apical instrument (IAI) was selected. This procedure was performed with the aid of K-flex type files 25 mm in length (Densell®, Sweden) that were a better fit for the apical anatomical diameter of each tooth. This instrument and the measurement of the diameter of the instrument were registered for later comparison with the area obtained by the tomographic method.

After this stage, the teeth were divided in two groups of 21 teeth each and distributed by the irrigation type: group 1 received conventional irrigation (luer lock syringe and needle), while group 2 received hydrodynamic irrigation (RinsEndo®, Durr Dental, Germany).

Each group was divided in three subgroups according to the number of instruments used after the IAI. For subgroup 1 three instruments were used after IAI, for subgroup 2 four instruments were used and, for subgroup 3, five instruments were used. The root canal instrumentation was performed using the Free Tip Preparation technique (20) utilizing RT-Files (Densell®, Sweden) and Quantec series® (SybronEndo, USA) driven by an electrical handpiece EndoEst® (Geosoft®, Russia) at a constant speed of 250 rpm in the WL. Root canal preparation (RCP) was performed by the file corresponding to the anatomical diameter found clinically by the algorithm 20/0.02; 20/0.04; 25/0.02; 25/0.04; 30/0.02; 30/0.04; 30/0.06. The procedure was finished after use of three instruments after the IAI was used on the first row of teeth in the acrylic plate, after use of four instruments after the IAI in the second row and after use of five instruments after the IAI in the third row with (35, 40, 45, 50, 55/0.02) RT-Files® (Densell®, Sweden) and #60/0.02 Quantec series® (SybronEndo, USA).

**Irrigation Technique**

After each change in instrument, the root canal was irrigated with 2 ml of a 2.5% sodium hypochlorite solution, dispensed and properly titrated in the Endodontics Research Laboratory, with a final irrigation of 2 ml of the same solution and 2 ml of 17% EDTA. Each group of teeth received the same irrigating solution for root canal preparation. The difference was in the method used to perform the irrigation-suction process.

In group 1, conventional irrigation with a Luer lock 5 ml syringe (Ultradent® Products, USA), irrigation needles Endo-Eze Irrigator Tips® (27 gauges diameter) (Ultradent® Products Inc, South Jordan, EUA) with lateral openings, and a conventional suction with a vacuum pump (Ciclone®, Dabi Atlant, Ribeirão Preto, SP, Brazil) was used. In group 2, hydrodynamic automatic irrigation was used, utilizing pressure with the RinsEndo® device (Dürr Dental, Germany) with a 30 gauge diameter needle designed for irrigation with a lateral opening of 7 mm (RinsEndo®, Dürr Dental, Germany), which is a superior device for using a syringe with irrigating solution and suction similar to that used for group I. The system was plugged into the handpiece (Dabi Atlante, Brazil) and driven pneumatically. The device contained a plastic piece over the needle to avoid reflux of the irrigating solution towards the patient and/or the dental professional, as well as a lateral opening to introduce the suction cannula. The RCPs were performed by a single professional who is a specialist in endodontics with clinical experience in the endodontic system tested and the different irrigation methods utilized.

**Analysis of Surgical Diameter by CBCT**

After RCP was performed, new CBCT imaging was performed using the same protocol described for the initial tomographic exam. The second imaging aimed to compare the measurements of the surgical apical areas by clinical and CBCT methods in the WL.

**Determination of Surgical Area Diameter**

Analysis of topograms were performed using the software I-CAT Vision® (Dental Imaging System, Salt Lake City, USA) to measure the apical area in the WL, which was obtained by performing an apical-coronary scan of each tooth until the apical foramen was visible. From this point, 1 mm towards the coronary region was measured to establish the exact analysis point. Then, the image was selected and identified with the respective number of the tooth, and the ‘distance tool’ created a 5 mm line directly below the sample as a calibration standard for the measurement tool.

The ‘area tool’ of the software Imagetool® 3.0 for Windows® (University of Texas Health Science Center, San Antonio, TX, USA) was used to measure the sample area. This measurement was expressed in square
The optical microscopy results regarding the cleanliness of the root canals were submitted to normalcy tests (D’Agostino and Pearson) to determine the nature of sample distribution. The square transformation of the data, described in Table 1. The data in Table 1 were grouped to perform descriptive statistics and to determine the nature of the sampling distribution. The D’Agostino and Pearson normality test indicated a Gaussian distribution of the sample, which allowed for performance of a parametric test to statistically analyze the results. These results were submitted to two-way variance analysis (ANOVA) complemented by Bonferroni’s Test to perform multiple comparisons between the groups. Variance analysis revealed a significant difference between the two measurements of the surgical apical area (p < 0.001), and higher measurements were observed with the clinical method. However, the analysis of the anatomical apical area did not differ significantly between the different measurement methods (p > 0.05). Table 2 displays the results obtained by optical microscopy analysis of the clean areas of the apical third for the specimens irrigated by conventional and hydrodynamic techniques.

The optical microscopy results regarding the cleanliness of the root canals were submitted to normalcy tests (D’Agostino and Pearson) to determine the nature of sample distribution. The square transformation of
the original data was used to approximate the values to a Gaussian curve. The adjusted results were submitted to a two-way ANOVA analysis. The statistical analysis revealed no significant differences between the types of irrigation tested (p = 0.73) or between the instruments (p = 0.14), which was justification for not performing Bonferroni's test. Thus, the percentage of cleanliness obtained in the apical region did not differ significantly between teeth instrumented and irrigated with the conventional technique vs the hydrodynamic technique.

The results corresponding to the percentage of instrument action extension in the root canal walls are listed in Table 3. The transformed results were submitted to a two-way ANOVA analysis. While the irrigation method did not have a significant impact on the instrument action extension in root canal walls (p = 0.11), statistical analysis revealed a difference between the tested groups with regards to the instrumentation technique (p < 0.001). The biomechanical preparation using the four instruments in addition to the IAI resulted in an

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IAI + 3</th>
<th>IAI + 4</th>
<th>IAI + 5</th>
<th>IAI + 3</th>
<th>IAI + 4</th>
<th>IAI + 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>49.47</td>
<td>59.39</td>
<td>58.82</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.89</td>
<td>58.33</td>
<td>67.86</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>88.98</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47.66</td>
<td>63.50</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>26.35</td>
<td>95.27</td>
<td>72.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40.26</td>
<td>77.39</td>
<td>93.71</td>
<td>43.11</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>82.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.39</td>
<td>65.25</td>
<td>96.73</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>64.44</td>
<td>93.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.48</td>
<td>78.94</td>
<td>93.01</td>
<td>16.36</td>
<td>97.50</td>
<td>93.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results with trace refer to specimens that were lost in the histotechnical preparation; IAI: Initial apical instrument
action area that was significantly greater than the same preparation with only three instruments in addition to the IAI. However, preparation with five instruments in addition to the IAI did not significantly enhance the root canal preparation in the apical third of the tooth when compared to preparation with 4 instruments in addition to the IAI (p > 0.05).

Tables 4 and 5 display the apical geometry analysis of the root canals in the working length of the mandibular incisors with the percentages of each shape. These results were consistent regardless of the method utilized. There was a higher prevalence of elliptical shapes in the apical region of the root canals. Figures 1A to H display photomicrographs of specimens from the apical region that are representative of the tested groups.

**DISCUSSION**

Various strategies of cleaning, sanitization, shaping and sealing of the root canals have been suggested to obtain better outcomes after endodontic therapy.1,3,9,13-20 The complexity of the internal anatomy of the root canal system and its variations with regards to the number and shape deserve special attention, particularly in cases of root flattening. In such cases, some areas are difficult to access, which prevents efficient cleaning and shaping. Mandibular incisors were selected for this experiment because of the requirement for special attention during RCP of these teeth.

Knowledge of the anatomical root canal apical diameter in the WL is indispensable for efficient cleaning of root canal walls, as the appropriate IAI is determined from this dimension. The most accepted method to clinically determine the anatomical diameter involved tactile insertion of the instrument that best fits in the root canal walls. In vitro determination of the anatomical apical diameter has been previously discussed.2,3,6,7,10,11 Better outcomes in IAI selection are more reliable when cervical preparation has been previously performed.

The precise determination of the anatomic diameter in vitro still has limitations. Radiographic exam presents limited details for measuring the diameter of root canals because it is a two-dimensional image of a three-dimensional structure. With regards to the search for a superior method, our study utilized CBCT, which has the advantage of three-dimensional visualization of the apical area and the internal morphology of root canals.21,22 Our study did not find a significant difference between tomographic and clinical methods with regards to determination of the anatomical apical area in the working length. However, when comparing the measurements of instrumented root canal areas (surgical diameter) using CBCT scans of the apical areas of the final instruments using the clinical method, a significant difference was found, with higher values resulting from use of the clinical method. These findings are likely due to the limitations that are inherent to obtaining adequate visualization of small areas, such as the space of the root canal in the apical third as well as the effects of the secondary radiation from radiographic process, which generated a penumbra area around the structures. These aspects made precise visualization of the root canal wall limits difficult, even with the use of the filters present in the software (I’Cat vision). Analysis was, thus, subjective and imprecise. In contrast, analysis of the diameter and configuration of the internal anatomy of human teeth using computerized microtomograph technology allows for the production of an image with superior definition.23,24

Other important factor for successful outcomes of endodontic therapy is root canal cleanliness and sanitization. Our study used optical microscopy to assess the quantity of debris in the apical third of root canals prepared by NiTi rotatory instruments, with three different apical shapings, and irrigated by 2.5% sodium hypochlorite, by hydrodynamic (RinsEndo®) or using conventional methods. The results showed that there is no significant difference between the two irrigation techniques. Both hydrodynamic and conventional methods yielded similar results in removing debris from root canals. Vivan et al19 found similar results. However, Caron et al15 and Rödig et al18 reported that hydrodynamic automated irrigation with RinsEndo® yielded inferior results when compared to other irrigating methods, which contradicts the studies by McGill et al17 and Hauser et al.16

The hypothesis that the larger the apical preparation, and the better the cleanliness was not confirmed in our study. The level of cleanliness obtained by different enlargement levels did not result in debris-free canals, without significant differences between the methods.

| Table 4: Analysis of apical geometry of root canals by CBCT images (%) |
|-----------------|------------------|
| **Anatomical (initial)** | **Surgical (final)** |
| Flattened | 52.3 | 66.6 |
| Circular | 42 | 28.7 |
| Irregular | 4.7 | 4.7 |

| Table 5: Analysis of apical geometry of root canals by histological and CBCT method (%) |
|-----------------|------------------|
| **Surgical (histological)** | **Surgical (CBCT)** |
| Flattened | 56.6 | 66.6 |
| Circular | 37 | 28.7 |
| Irregular | 5.4 | 4.7 |
Figs 1A to H: Group 1: Apical region (A) Root canal unprepared (arrows), (3 instruments above IAI, absence of debris, (B) flat root canal prepared with three instruments above IAI showing debris; area without action of instrument (black arrow), and area that the instrument prepared the root canal (white arrow), (C) area with debris (black arrow) prepared with four instruments above IAI, without action of instrument in the walls, (D) walls prepared (black arrow) and unprepared (white arrow); RCP with five instruments above IAI, and absence of debris (hematoxylin and eosin; original magnification, 40×). Group 2: Apical region (E) root canal with pronounced flattening, unprepared (arrow), (3 instruments above IAI, presence of debris) (black arrow); (F) root canal prepared with three instruments above IAI showing debris; area with action of instrument, (G) area with much debris (arrows) prepared with three instruments above IAI showing debris; area with action of instrument, (H) RCP with five instruments above IAI, and absence of debris (hematoxylin and eosin: original magnification 40×).
Histological analysis showed that instruments did not promote an effective preparation for every root canal wall, leaving untouched areas and failing to obtain effective RCS. This fact was emphasized by Kereks and Tronstad. In our study, several root canal walls remained untouched, showing that complete cleanliness was not achieved, even with use of five instruments in addition to the IAI.

However, histological analysis of the root canal walls that remained untouched by instruments revealed a significant difference with different levels of apical enlargement. Root canal preparation with four instruments in addition to the IAI resulted in a significantly superior area of action in comparison with the same method with only three instruments in addition to the IAI. The use of four instruments in addition to the IAI was superior with regards to instrumentation of root canal walls and removal of the predentin layer. On the other hand, there was not a significant difference when comparing the results of using either four or five instruments in addition to the IAI. This indicates the need to use a larger apical preparation to achieve better results in instrumentation of all root canal walls in the WL. Previous studies showed that certain root morphology characteristics (such as root flatness) may contribute to post-procedure infection, as the instruments may not touch all of the root canal walls, and thus do not produce the expected root canal cleaning results.

CONCLUSION

The analysis of apical areas with CBCT was unable to determine the precise shape of the surgical apical area when compared with the clinical method. There was no significant difference between the studied anatomical areas using either the tomographic or the clinical method. The irrigation techniques did not result in debris-free root canals. The instruments action in root canal walls was directly proportional to the number of instruments used above IAI.
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